CONCEPT: When the sustainability meets both the requirements of residential and industrial development, perhaps the transition between the two has become very imper-sonal. Linkage and buffer are both needed for the reason of urban environmental health and livability.
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**Proposed Master Plan**

2020 scenario Buick City Neighborhood North (BCNN)

The big move of the design is to try to create a place where the industrial land users and the residential areas users can share, appre-ciate and benefit. The public woodland is provided between the residen-tial development and the industrial property. It serves as both the buffer zone and the semi-public green space that both UK-glass people and residences will use.

Focus on the streetscape

In this project, special focus and attention is paid on the diversity and hierarchy of the streets. Also the improvement will include the expanding the green cover, in-corporating the bicycle trail and etc.